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Live and Let Train
Imagine a place where you can go and be completely welcomed and accepted
for who you are. A place where everyone is treated with respect and receives
genuine support in their efforts regardless of your race, gender, social status, or
talent. A sanctuary where you can be free from your daily problems to focus on the
enjoyment of sharing common interests with others, self-improvement and learning.
The martial arts gym or dojo can and should be that place.
Why should a place where people learn combative skills also be a place of
etiquette, mutual respect, courtesy and care? Essentially, a gym that does NOT
promote a “healthy” training environment will have a tendency to self-destruct in
different ways. For one, this type of dojo will struggle with enrollment issues. Very
few students who are treated poorly and alienated from the group will stay for the
long-haul. Most reasonable people don’t generally want to pay good money and
invest their time and effort to be bullied or abused. Students who do enjoy
unnecessary abuse, drama, risk, and stress will also contribute to an unhealthy
environment and make things worse. Next, with poor structure and etiquette, a gym
will have a much higher injury rate. This will result in unnecessary pain and suffering,
“down-time” for students, and
contribute to people leaving....
permanently. In the long term, these
gyms produce dysfunctional people.
They are typically self-centered,
unsociable, underachieving, and
sometimes even dangerous to others.
Whether a martial art is
traditional or contemporary, it is
essential that there is a code of
acceptable behavior or “etiquette” in
the training area. Exactly what that is
can depend on different factors
including the culture where the art
originated. For example, in Brazilian
Jiu-jitsu there is typically a
combination of western and Japanese cultures. To show respect in these gyms
people use hand-shakes, “Abracos” (or hugs), and sometimes bowing. In the
extreme sport of Muay Thai the hands are placed together in front of the face to bow,
and respectful words are used. There is also a ceremonial dance performed at Muay
Thai contests and demonstrations as a special tribute to teachers. Japanese and
Okinawan arts tend to be more rich with etiquette and structure. There we see lots of
bowing, polite word exchanges, and demonstration of respect for the training area.
Because the focus of many of these arts is on gradual personal improvement or “Kai
Zen”, there is usually a more heavy emphasis on structure and formality that can
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Rodrigo Gracie Returns
Grappling and MMA star Rodrigo Gracie will be at ZenQuest
again for the first time in over three years. He is a veteran Jiujitsu and MMA fighter....and an incredible instructor. His style is
direct, efficient and effective.
Rodrigo is a 5th Degree Black Belt in Gracie Jiu-Jitsu and
a Gold Medalist in the 1998 ADCC Submission Wrestling World
Championship. While competing in the PRIDE Fighting
Championships, Gracie was ranked among the top
Middleweight fighters due to an undefeated streak of
consecutive victories. Rodrigo has been to ZenQuest and the
Okinawan Karate School several times over the years, and has
always been a crowd pleaser. Many of the more senior Jiujitsu students can attest to how great his Jiu-jitsu and
instruction is.
Professor Gracie is scheduled to provide a three hour
seminar on Saturday, October 25 from 10:30 to 1:30 PM. The
cost is expected to be $85 per person for pre-registration by
Thursday, October 23 ($100 thereafter.) So, mark your
calendars and get ready to up your game on the mat with
Rodrigo Gracie!

“Walkout” Shirts
ZenQuest is now offering it's first "Walkout" style T-shirt. The front of the shirt features text for “Team
ZenQuest” and the logos for Demian Maia Jiu-jitsu, the Okinawa Karatedo Association, and Sityodtong Muay
Thai. This is all superimposed over Japanese calligraphy
for "Zen." On the back is text for “ZenQuest Martial Arts”
and a samurai mask artwork. On the left sleeve is a
ZenQuest Dragon logo, while the right sleeve has artwork
for an Okinawan good luck charm known as “Shisa
Dogs” (shown left.)
These shirts are part of an effort to sponsor the ZenQuest
fight team. This will help to cover expenses including
travel, training and equipment. Sponsors who contributed
to this cause are listed on the back of the walkout shirt.
They also appear on the team fight banner (see below.)
The shirts will be worn by members of the fight team at
competitions and fights. The banner will also be displayed
at competitions and fights, and otherwise at ZenQuest.
Although the walkout shirts will be worn by the
fight team, they are available to everyone. These high
-quality, custom shirts are $29 each....so look for them
at ZenQuest soon!
Special thanks to all of the sponsors including: LD
Builders, The Morgan Family, Leo Daly, Four media
Creative Solutions, MyLifeOnTheMat, Torres’ Advanced
Wellness, Ray White’s Home Improvement, Jedd Hall
Attorney at Law, the Flynn Family, and the Robichaud
Family. If interested in a future sponsorship please
contact Senseis Connie or Mark at 413-637-0656.
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Bienia’s MMA Debut
Matt Bienia will make his Mixed Martial Arts debut on
Saturday, October 11. Matt is the latest member of ZenQuest’s
growing MMA team to step into the cage. He’ll be facing Matt
Douglas of Schenectady, New York at 170 pounds. The two
will face each other in Kaged Kombat’s event at the City Center
in Saratoga Springs.
Doors open at 7:00 PM and fights begin at 8:00 PM. A
limited number of tickets are available for advance purchase at
ZenQuest for $40. Tickets are also available at the event. Be
sure to mention Matt Bienia/Zenquest if purchasing tickets at
the door.
Good luck and great fight to Matt!
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benefit the students’ mind, body and spirit.
Other aspects of successful martial arts styles that will withstand the test of time is a clear hierarchy or rank
system, and consistent standards for training and promotions. A rank system establishes a fundamental order
where the most experienced students assume a leadership role. It doesn’t make a lot of sense to have the
newest students as the teachers...or reinventing the wheel for technique and strategy. Maintaining standards for
training and promotion insures a high level of quality in the gym, and that each student is given the opportunities
of the previous generations.
In any martial arts endeavor it is the responsibility of the instructors to present the
exercises and drills in a way that will lead the student to growth. They will give students
the opportunity to improve physically, mentally and even emotionally or spiritually.
Conversely, it is the responsibility of the student to trust and follow instructions, do their
best to learn and understand, and constantly work towards improvement. Since the
martial arts are best learned by being passed from one person to another....and we all
depend on training partners.....it is essential that we all create a learning environment
where everyone feels comfortable with one another. We must put aside our personal bias
about different cultures, politics, heritage, gender or lifestyle choices. We must let go of
our tendency to judge and do our best to accept our dojo-mates as they are. Just as we
would with family members, we should support our training partners as they go through
different challenges in their lives. We depend on each other, and any person who is
genuinely interested in studying the martial arts and improving themselves should have
the opportunity to do so.
Ultimately, a healthy training environment with established etiquette, standards and
structure can
maximize our
potential in the martial arts, and improve the
quality of our lives. We can become more fit
and healthy. We can improve our focus and
self-discipline. We can become more
productive in our work and activities. We
can interact with others in a happier and
more positive way. We can learn to have
more compassion and help others. We can
tune our moral compass and make good
decisions and healthy choices. We can
become more productive in different aspects
of our lives and be happier. This opportunity
should be available to EVERYONE.
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RECENT PROMOTIONS
CRANES:
1 Red -

Jude Wojtkowski, Norrin Darby
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IMPORTANT DATES
October/November
Sat, 10/11 - Kaged Kombat, Matt Biena Fights!
Sat, 10/18 - NAGA Rhode Island

TIGERS:
6kyu -

Luna Wilhelm

DRAGONS:

Sat, 10/25, 10:30a-1:30p - Rodrigo Gracie Seminar
Sun, 10/26 - NO MMA CLASS
Fri, 10/31, Halloween - NO EVENING CLASSES

UECHI:

Sun, 11/2, 1:30p - Dan Test
Fri, 11/7, 5:10p - Youth Jiu-Jitsu Test

ADULT JIU-JITSU:
5th white - Mike Jezak
3rd white - Frank Scago

Sun, 11/16, 1:30p - Advanced Uechi Training
Sun, 11/23, 1:30p - Possible Kyu Test

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:
Nick Orland, Clay Steven, Lucas Faggioni.
Cole Schmidt, Leanne Maschino, Caylan
Whitehead, Richie Barnett-Cooper, Grace
Morrill
ADULTS:
Jon Ogel, Michael Whalen, Nick Ricciarini,
April Morgan, Max Broad
WELCOME BACK:
Steve Curtain, Justice Davis, Cameron

10/2 - David Humphreys, Stephen Dalton
10/4 - Brett Maloy
10/5 - Ray DeMott
10/7 - Tom Aube
10/8 - Anthony Trapani
10/10 - Autumn Biernacki
10/14 - Mark Penland
10/15 - Dan Dufur
10/23 - Connor Burt
10/24 - Laura Sutter
10/25 - Elyssa Scrimo
10/27 - David Zick
10/29 - Max Broad
10/30 - Sierra Stemp

Join us for

Hybrid Self-Defense
Adult classes now on Monday
and Wednesday evenings
...and now Children’s classes
on Wednesdays!

